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B.   the orchadmin tool 
C. the DataStage Administrator 
D. the Data Set Management tool 

Answer: B, D 

QUESTION: 148 
Which environment variable controls whether performance statistics can be displayed in 
Designer? 

A.   APT_NO_JOBMON 
B.   APT_PM_SHOW_PIDS 
C. APT_RECORD_COUNTS 
D. APT_PERFORMANCE_DATA 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 149 
Click the Exhibit button. In the exhibit, Sequential_File reads a single file stored on an unshared 
file system. The Oracle stage includes a Partition Table argument. The job runs with a 
configuration file representing a four node cluster of machines. Which three components in the 
job can be run on all members of the cluster?  (Choose three.) 

A. the Join stage 
B. the Oracle stage 
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C. the Lookup stage 
D. the Sequential File stage 
E. the Server Shared Container 

Answer: A, B, C 

QUESTION: 150
 
Which two statements are true for parallel shared containers? (Choose two.)
 

A.   Parallel shared containers facilitate modular development by reusing common stages and logic 
across multiple jobs. 
B.   All container input and output links must specify every column that will be defined when the 
container is used in a parallel job. 
C. Within DataStage Manager, Usage Analysis can be used to build a multi-job compile for all 
jobs used by a given shared container. 
D. When logic in a parallel shared container is changed, all jobs that use the parallel shared 
container inherit the new shared logic without recompiling. 

Answer: A, C 

QUESTION: 151
 
Which three stages support the dynamic (runtime) definition of the physical column metadata?
 
(Choose three.)
 

A.   the CFF stage 
B. the DRS stage 
C. the Sequential stage 
D. the Column Import stage 
E. the Column Export stage 

Answer: C, D, E 

QUESTION: 152 
Which two statements describe functionality that is available using the dsjob command? (Choose 
two.) 
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A.   dsjob can be used to compile a job. 
B.   dsjob can be used to export job executables. 
C. dsjob can be used to add a log entry for a specified job. 
D. dsjob can be used to get a report containing job, stage, and link information. 

Answer: C, D 

QUESTION: 153 
A bank receives daily credit score updates from a credit agency in the form of a fixed width flat 
file. The monthly_income column is an unsigned nullable integer (int32) whose width is 
specified as 10, and null values are represented as spaces. Which Sequential File property will 
properly import any nulls in the monthly_income column of the input file? 

A.   Set the C_format property to '"%d. 10"'. 
B. Set the null field value property to a single space (' '). 
C. Set the null field value property to ten spaces ('          '). 
D. Set the record level fill char property to the space character (' '). 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 154
 
Click the Exhibit button. In the exhibit, what is "bigdata"?
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A.  a node 
B.  a resource 
C. a node pool 
D. a resource pool 

Answer: D 
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QUESTION: 155 
Which two system variables must be used in a parallel Transformer derivation to generate a 
unique sequence of integers across partitions? (Choose two.) 

A.   @DATE 
B. @INROWNUM 
C. @PARTITIONNUM 
D. @NUMPARTITIONS 

Answer: C, D 

QUESTION: 156 
Click the Task button. Given the following DataStage Director log, click on the entry that contains 
the parallel job score for the running job. 

Answer: 
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QUESTION: 157
 
Which three are keyless partitioning methods?  (Choose three.)
 

A.  Hash 
B.  Entire 
C. Modulus 
D. Random 
E. Round Robin 

Answer: B, D, E 

QUESTION: 158 
A job design consists of an input fileset followed by a Peek stage, followed by a Filter stage, 
followed by an output fileset. The environment variable APT_DISABLE_COMBINATION is set 
to true, and the job executes on an SMP using a configuration file with 8 nodes defined.  Assume 
also that the input dataset was created with the same 8 node configuration file. Approximately 
how many data processing processes will this job create? 
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A.  1
 
B.  8
 
C. 16
 
D. 32
 

Answer: D 
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